ABSTRACT The optimal design of the mobile crossbeam falling motion control system is an important way to improve the stability of the composite hydraulic press. At present, the falling control strategy is mostly designed by the empirical method, which has the disadvantages of low efficiency and long time. In this paper, a nonlinear hydraulic control system model and three types of falling trajectory mathematical models are established for the mobile crossbeam falling motion control system. Based on the comparison of the motion characteristics of each trajectory, a cubic polynomial falling trajectory which can effectively suppress vibration is designed. This paper proposes a method of trajectory planning based on the spline interpolation function and optimizes the trajectory globally with an improved migration genetic algorithm; the optimized system ITAE index is improved by 49.56% compared with the uniform speed trajectory. The experimental results show that the optimized trajectory's vibration settling time is reduced by 62.91% and the maximum pressure fluctuation is reduced by 25.34% compared with the uniform speed trajectory.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of advanced materials technology, the molded composites are widely used in the automotive industry [1] , aerospace [2] , underwater equipment [3] , new energy [4] and other high-tech fields because of the advantages such as batch production, high modulus, designable, fatigue resistance and easy to realizing the structure-function integration. Due to its strong point of technology-intensive, high automation and realizing one-time molding and continuous pressing for complex structures, the composite hydraulic presses have become the most important equipment for manufacturing molded materials [5] . However, most composite hydraulic presses are prone to cause vibration during the pressing process, thereby reducing the running smoothness
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of the mobile crossbeam and aggravating the abrasion of the hydraulic components. It is not conducive to the precision molding of composites, so the effective vibration control for mobile crossbeam is the key to ensure the precision molding of the composite hydraulic press. At present, there are some solutions for the suppression of hydraulic systems. An et al. [6] proposed an extended turned mass damper (ETMD) system combined with control valve to reduce the vibration of the hydraulic system. Pinho et al. [7] and Yang et al. [8] designed the structure of the relief valve and the pressure retaining valve to improve the vibration suppression performance. Guo et al. [9] designed a hydraulic electromagnetic energy-harvesting shock absorber for heavy vehicles to mitigate the vibration of vehicle suspensions. All these researches considered about improving the performance of the hydraulic components However, for composite hydraulic press, these researches can only solve the vibration problem of several types of press, instead of most presses universally. Regarding the composite hydraulic press vibration control, some researches had also made efforts. Cho et al. [10] used the open-loop and closed-loop switching controllers to suppress vibration in hydraulic press, and achieved good results. Guo et al. [11] proposed a nonlinear cascade controller for the hydraulic press to achieve highprecision, smooth control in the slow pressurization phase. Chen et al. [12] developed a predictable multi-modal fuzzy control method for the forging hydraulic press to make the slider position smoothly at high speed. Those researches suppress vibration well, but for large-tonnage composite hydraulic presses, the current anti-vibration technology has large scale of experiment and high cost. Meanwhile, composite hydraulic press, a large inertia system, is easy to generate vibration caused by the addition of closed-loop feedback when the mobile crossbeam falls, and even further aggravates the press vibration. So it's not suitable for engineering application.
Because of high pertinence and the ability of obtaining the optimal solution in advance, trajectory planning technology can avoid large-scale experiments and easily implement in engineering It has been applied in industrial manipulator [13] , elevator [14] , underwater equipment [15] aircraft [16] and other fields to suppress vibration Many researches had used trajectory planning to solve structural vibration problems Moriello et al. [17] reduces vibration of industrial manipulator using exponential B-spline trajectories generated by dynamic filters. Aribowo and Terashima [18] proposed the free via points using cubic spline optimization with combined with input shaping to reduce motion time and vibration of robot arms. Subbarao and Shippey [19] proposed a hybrid genetic algorithm collocation method directly optimizing the trajectory to solve the constraint optimal control problem of spacecraft. Li et al. [20] used an improved genetic algorithm to optimize the B-spline curve parameters, enabling intelligent vehicles to operate stably in high-speed driving conditions. All those researches solve the structural vibration problem well by optimizing the motion trajectory of mechanical structures, and they are easier to implement in engineering. However, most composite hydraulic presses use the proportional valve open-loop control mode when the mobile crossbeam falls, the nonlinearity of the hydraulic system must be taken into consideration. Ren et al. [21] used a trajectory planning method based on the fifth degree B-spline interpolation trajectory to realize the smooth movement of 3DOF electro-hydraulic servo manipulators. For the hybrid mechanical press, He et al. [22] , used the trajectory planning method based on inverse kinematics and cubic spline interpolation to track punch trajectory well. Both researches comprehensively consider the characteristics of hydraulic and mechanical systems, and the trajectory tracking effect is good. They have a good reference value for the vibration suppression of the composite press mobile crossbeam in this paper However, they are both small inertia hydraulic systems only considering the trajectory planning of the actuator, and they don't need to consider the pressure vibration suppression inside the actuator because of the small inertia. However, the inertia of composite hydraulic press mobile crossbeam is very large, and the press performance can be easily affected by a large pressure shock generating during the falling process, thereby affecting the product quality. Therefore, it is necessary to comprehensively consider the mechanical and hydraulic vibration suppression in order to reduce the rigid impact, flexible impact and pressure shock in the optimization. It puts forward new requirements for the trajectory planning of the composite press mobile crossbeam.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The main content of section 2 is establishing a composite hydraulic press mobile crossbeam nonlinear hydraulic model and using neural network for model identification. Section 3 concludes three types of mobile crossbeam falling trajectory models, trajectory motion characteristics simulation and optimization for the cubic polynomial trajectory using improved migration genetic algorithm. The main content of section 4 is establishing a mobile crossbeam variable-speed falling system experiment platform to verify the reliability of the established model and the effectiveness of the optimized trajectory. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND MODEL BUILDING A. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF COMPOSITE HYDRAULIC PRESS
As shown in Fig. 1 , the composite hydraulic press mainframe is the large-scale three-beam four-column structure, the body is fixed on the lower beam, and the upper beam is fixed on the lower beam through four support rods. A tie rod is arranged inside the support beam to generate the overall pre-tightening force of the frame. Pumping station is arranged above the press, and the double-return cylinder is controlled in real time to prevent motion shock when the mobile crossbeam falls. During the product pressing process, double master cylinders provide main pressing force, and the leveling device levels the slider. A working cycle of composite press mainly includes quick falling, fast turn slow, slow falling, leveling (with pressure), molding and clamping pressure, maintaining pressure, micro mold opening, second pressing, pressure relief, unloading and return stroke. |-is the molding, maintaining pressure and mold opening stage of the press. It is the main working stage of compression molding, and it takes most of the time for the press during working, y-z is the mobile crossbeam falling fast turn slow stage, it's the key to achieve the impactless speed switching and improve the product quality. In this stage, the mobile crossbeam needs to achieve a quick transition of the falling speed from fast to slow in a short time, and the press cannot have obvious hydraulic shock and vibration. Fig. 2 is the schematic diagram of the crossbeam falling hydraulic system [23] . During falling, the electromagnet HT3 is energized, the controller sends a target signal to the proportional electromagnet HT1 to control the proportional cartridge valve opening. It changes the falling speed to realize the falling motion control of the mobile crossbeam. The falling motion is the basic premise and important foundation for the flexible docking of sliding block and leveling cylinder. It is also the key link of vibration suppression, and its motion performance directly affects the pressing performance of the hydraulic press. Therefore, it is necessary to design a trajectory to minimize the vibration generated by the press during working process.
B. ESTABLISHING MOBILE CROSSBEAM VARIABLE-SPEED FALLING SYSTEM MODEL
During the mobile crossbeam variable-speed stage, the press variable-speed system mainly controls two symmetrical return cylinders by a three-way proportional cartridge valve, thereby realizing the transition of fast falling speed to slow. In order to deeply analyze the motion characteristics, two return cylinders can be equivalent to a plunger cylinder. Then we establish the mobile crossbeam variable-speed falling mathematical model based on kinematics and dynamics analysis.
1) DYNAMIC EQUATION OF VARIABLE-SPEED FALLING SYSTEM
As shown in Fig. 2 , It is assumed that the two return cylinders are completely symmetrical and have the same parameters, the influence of pipeline loss and temperature on oil viscosity are ignored. The dynamic equation of valve control plunger cylinder is listed as follows:
where q L is the load flow, A p is the area of non-rod end chamber p L is the pressure of non-rod end chamber p T is the return pressure, β e is the effective volumetric modulus of elasticity, C ep is the external leakage coefficient of hydraulic cylinder, F L is the gravity of the mobile crossbeam, M is the total mass of piston and load converted to piston K is the load spring stiffness, x p is the displacement of return cylinder B p is the viscous damping coefficient of loads and pistons. Equation.
(1) is the flow equation with valve core displacement as input, and we set the target valve core displacement as x v :
where q N is the cartridge valve nominal flow, C d is the flow coefficient; p is the hydraulic oil density, p N is the cartridge valve nominal pressure drop p is the differential pressure VOLUME 7, 2019 between proportional valve A-T port, p = p L −p T , x N is the valve opening corresponding to nominal flow, x v is the valve core displacement, w is the cartridge valve area gradient. According to (4), we can derive:
where σ is the ratio of target valve port opening and rated opening, σ = x v /x N . According to the proportional cartridge valve sample, the given spool voltage is approximately proportional to the valve opening in the working area so it is considered as a proportional link.
where u t is the system input voltage; u N is the system rated voltage; K u is the electromagnetic amplification coefficient of proportional valve.
Bringing (6) into (5) to get:
2
) STATE SPACE EQUATION OF VARIABLE-SPEED FALLING SYSTEM
In order to facilitate subsequent design analysis, the above model is transformed into state space equation. Select x p , the rod speedẋ p and p L as state variables, i.e.
The nonlinear dynamic equations of variablespeed falling system can be obtained by combining (2), (3) and (7):
where
In the above equations, V t is the effective volume of non-rod end chamber, which changes in real time with x 1 . V 1 is the volume of non-rod end chamber 
C. MODEL IDENTIFICATION BASED ON NEURAL NETWORK
The state space model established above can characterize the dynamic characteristics of the system to a certain extent. However, the hydraulic press system has a series of uncertain factors such as: hysteresis dead zone caused by valve wear and loss of oil pipe along the path. Aiming at the problems of partial model uncertainty, high nonlinearity and complicated working conditions of the actual falling beam system of the press, this paper uses BP neural network algorithm [24] to train the measured data, and improve the ability of model to characterize the dynamic characteristics of hydraulic press. The measured data are as follows:
Taking the voltage u t as input, the system load flow q L as output, the model is trained by the neural network algorithm. The number of hidden layer neurons is set to 3, the training sample accounts for 70% of the total samples, and the testing samples and verification samples each account for 15% of the total number of samples. So the following figure can be obtained:
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that after 17 epochs of training, the variance of the neural network training verification results can reach 1.243×10 −8 , which can realize the higher precision mapping of the training model to the actual system.
III. SIMULATIONS AND IMPROVED MIGRATION GENETIC ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATION A. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION AND SIMULATIONS
When the mobile crossbeam falls, it is necessary to switch from one speed to another within a certain time. Therefore, there are many possibilities for the falling trajectory.
1) ESTABLISHING VARIABLE-SPEED FALLING TRAJECTORY MODEL
At present, trajectory used widely include the uniform speed trajectory, the cubic and high-order polynomial trajectory, the B-spline trajectory, and the simple harmonic trajectory [25] - [27] Among them, the high-order polynomial trajectory and the simple harmonic trajectory are excellent choices for the mobile crossbeam due to the advantages of high-order derivative continuous, simple structural form and good smoothness. They could avoid the flexible impact and rigid impact well during falling.
a: OPTIMIZED PARAMETER DESIGN
The hydraulic press uses the Atos LIQZO-LE-503L4/Q three-way proportional valve as the control component of the mobile crossbeam variable-speed falling system. In ideal conditions, when the pressure drop at valve port is constant, the input voltage signal and the oil flow rate of valve have the following relationship:
where λ qi is the voltage-flow coefficient of valve, q 0 is the additional flow. As shown in Fig. 4 : The flow through valve and actuator speed has the following relationship:
where A n is the effective working area of actuator.
Based on the open-loop control mode during the mobile crossbeam falling process, the input signals of valve shown in (9) and (10) have good linear relationship with actuator motion speed. The method of optimizing valve input command signal can be used to optimize the velocity and trajectory of the mobile crossbeam during falling process.
b: ESTABLISHING TRAJECTORY MODEL
In order to enable the mobile crossbeam to switch speed rapidly and smoothly, the initial and terminal boundary conditions of the trajectory are defined as follows:
where u 0 is the voltage command of the mobile crossbeam at the starting point of variable-speed falling process, u t is the voltage command of the mobile crossbeam at the ending point of variable-speed falling process, α 0 and α t are the first derivative of voltage command at initial and terminal points of the variable-speed falling process. Then, establish the mobile crossbeam variable-speed falling trajectory. Uniform speed trajectory:
Simple harmonic trajectory:
where k is the number of harmonic oscillation cycles in the variable-speed process, k = 0 • . Cubic polynomial trajectory:
2) SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS According to the craft requirements of the mobile crossbeam variable-speed falling process, the target voltage command is set to decrease from 10V to 3V in variable-speed period, and the command voltage change rate at the initial and terminal points is zero. So:
where, t c = t s + t 0 . Inputting (16) and (17) into (13) to (15) , the target trajectory with boundary conditions can be obtained. Set simulation time as 0 ∼ 4s, and when t = 0 ∼ 1s, the input voltage command is 10V. The variable-speed initial point time is t 0 = 1s and when t = t 0 ∼ t c the input voltage is a signal command along specified trajectory within the boundary condition range. When t = t c ∼ 4s, the input voltage command is 3V.
Other simulation parameters are shown in the 
a: INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE-SPEED TIME ON PRESSURE CHARACTERISTICS
According to the craft requirements of the mobile crossbeam fast turn slow process, the variable-speed time is generally within 1s, so we set the variable-speed times at 0.2s,0.4s,0.6s and 0.8s Fig. 5 to Fig. 7 are the system pressure curves about three trajectory voltage signals decrease from 10V to 3V. It can be seen that the overall change rate of three trajectories It can be seen from Fig. 8 that during the variable-speed process, the return cylinder pressure fluctuation of each trajectory gradually decreases as the variable-speed time increases. When variable-speed time is 0.2s, the system maximum overshoot of the simple harmonic trajectory and the cubic polynomial trajectory is higher than the uniform speed trajectory. When the variable-speed time is 0.8s, the system pressure maximum overshoot of three trajectories gradually reach consensus. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the settling time is substantially the same when the variable-speed time is 0.2s. The settling time of uniform speed trajectory in 0.2s ∼ 0.45s is smaller than the other trajectories. When the variable-speed time exceeds 0.45s, the settling time of the simple harmonic trajectory and the cubic spline trajectory is rapidly reduced. Overall, the settling time of system is shortened as the variable-speed time increases. As can be seen from Fig. 10 , when the variable-speed time is 0.2 s, the number of oscillation is substantially the same. As the variable-speed time increases, system settling times of three trajectories gradually decreases, and the number of oscillation of the simple harmonic trajectory and the cubic polynomial trajectory is less than the uniform speed trajectory. The integrated time and absolute error (ITAE) is a relatively balanced system response performance index [28] , which combines the comprehensive characteristics of settling time and deviation. The system designed with this index has small system deviation and short settling time. The following formula is the ITAE indicator expression:
where e(t) is the deviation of transition pressure and new steady state pressure, t s is the settling time of variable-speed falling process. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the ITAE index falls fastest in the early stage, which indicates that the system pressure fluctuation decreases rapidly as the variable-speed time increases. The system ITAE index is lowest between 0.6 and 0.7s. However, after 0.7s, the system ITAE index of each trajectory gradually rises as the variable-speed time increases. It indicates that when the system variable-speed time exceeds a certain limit, the integral of the pressure deviation and time multiplication increases, and the system overall tracking performance decreases. But the tracking performance of the simple harmonic trajectory and the cubic polynomial trajectory is better than the uniform speed trajectory. 
b: INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT TRAJECTORIES ON PRESSURE CHARACTERISTICS
According to the analysis of the system ITAE index, the system pressure response of three trajectories has a relatively balanced performance when t s = 0.6s. Simulation analysis of the system pressure fluctuation response performance of three trajectories is as follows:
It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the maximum overshoot of the uniform speed trajectory pressure response is small, but the number of oscillation and the settling time are long, and the amplitude damps slowly when t s = 0.6s. Combining (9) and (10), the first derivative of command voltage reflects the acceleration when the mobile crossbeam falls, and the second derivative reflects the jerk. During falling, the simple harmonic trajectory and the cubic polynomial trajectory have better high-order smoothness over the entire stroke. But the command signal curve has vertices when the uniform speed trajectory is at t s = 1.0s and t s = 1.6s, the second derivative of voltage signal tends to infinity. This reflects that the uniform speed trajectory is prone to generate acceleration sudden changes at endpoints, which leads to the system flexible impact.
Therefore, the simple harmonic trajectory and the cubic polynomial motion trajectory are better than the uniform speed trajectory. Besides, the boundary conditions of the cubic polynomial trajectory can be parameterized freely, which is more convenient for engineering application.
B. ESTABLISHING VARIABLE-SPEED FALLING TRAJECTORY BASED ON CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION
The cubic spline interpolation trajectory is an interpolation function based on the Hermite interpolation polynomial, which is essentially a piecewise curve. The functions on each segment are cubic polynomial and have second derivative continuity at the connecting points, so the cubic spline interpolation trajectory has good stability and convergence [29] . In the mobile crossbeam variable-speed falling system, the trajectory can be divided into finite equidistant segments, let t = t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t n , thereby dividing into some small segments the trajectory:
where j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, m = 3. It can be seen from (19) that U spl (t) has 4 undetermined coefficients on each minizone [t j , t j + 1], which are divided into n segments, so a total of 4 n parameters need to be determined. Given the function value of the cubic spline interpolation function on each node:
According to the definition of cubic spline interpolation function, the function values are equal at each node of the piecewise function, and the same as first and second derivatives.
From (20), n + 1 equations can be obtained, (21) can obtain 3 n − 3 equations. So there are 4 n − 2 conditional equations totally, two more equations are needed to determine U spl (t). According to the process requirements of variablespeed falling motion, we use the first type of boundary condition of interpolation function, that is, the first-order derivative value of the two endpoints of interpolation function is already known:U
Based on [30] and [31] , the cubic spline interpolation U spl (t) can be solved.
C. IMPROVED GENETIC ALGORITHM TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION BASED ON MIGRATION THEORY
Genetic Algorithms (GA) is proposed Professor Holland of Michigan University. It's a global parallel stochastic optimization algorithm simulating the natural biological evolution theory [32] , [33] .
However, the Standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA) has single population diversity, and it is easy to converge to the local optimal solution rather than the global, which results in the ''premature'' phenomenon. It greatly restricts the optimization efficiency and global optimization ability of the algorithm. In recent years, scholars have used the natural phenomenon of migration theory and colonial competition to improve the SGA, and proposed the parallel GA mode based on migration theory [34] - [36] . According to the actual mathematical model, this paper uses the multi-island migration GA to optimize the floating value of each cubic spline interpolation trajectory segment node and look for a set of design variables that optimize performance indicators.
1) VARIABLE-SPEED FALLING TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
Based on the spline interpolation trajectory, we use the migration genetic algorithm combined with multi-strategy to optimize the variable-speed falling trajectory, and take the minimum ITAE index of the return cylinder pressure fluctuation as the goal. In consideration of each constraint, let computer search for the floating value u j of finite connecting points in the feasible space globally.
Build the optimization model:
where U min , U max denote as the maximum and minimum values of variable-speed falling command.U min ,U max express as the Maximum and minimum values of the change rate of variable-speed falling command. U min , U max are the maximum and minimum values of node float. f(·) is the objective function to be optimized. In this paper, f(·) stands for U spl (t).
Build the system fitness function:
where r i is the penalty factor for each penalty term. P i (u) is the penalty items corresponding to each constraint. There are many forms of penalty function, it usually adds to the original objective function by the addition form as shown in (25) . Then construct the specific punishment functions:
where t ∈ [t 0 , t c ], max u(t) and min u(t) are the maximum and minimum values of the mobile crossbeam falling command signal, maxu(t) and minu(t) denote as the maximum and minimum values of the change rate of the mobile crossbeam falling command signal, max u j (t) and min u j (t) denote as the maximum and minimum values of node float. The flow chart of the migration genetic algorithm is as follows:
2) TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
Based on the actual system requirements, the parameters of the variable-speed falling optimization process are shown in Table. 3:
If the segments of the cubic spline interpolation trajectory and the search space are too small, it is difficult to find the global optimal trajectory. But the excessive segments will greatly increase the calculation difficulty and reduce the search efficiency. Because the variable-speed time is usually within 1s, it is short, we optimize the trajectory divided into 2 ∼ 5 segments separately, and optimize each segment multiple times. Finally, it can be concluded that better results can be obtained when using 3-segment form according to Table 3 .
The optimization process is shown in Fig. 14 . It can be seen that, the group individuals are dispersed, the average fitness of the population is larger, and the fitness value of best individuals in the first generation is about 1.8 × 10 6 during the early evolution process. During the 1st to 8th generations of reproduction, each island population promotes the population to produce more excellent individuals through individual competition, gene mutation and migration operations, and gradually converges to optimal solutions. From the 8th generation to the 50th generation, the individuals on each island are very close to the optimal solution, and evolve to the 50th generation with the constraint of minimum tolerance. Then the algorithm ends.
The optimized floating value of trajectory node is:
The optimized trajectory is: 
Inputting the optimized trajectory into the model (8), we can get the following figures:
It can be seen from Fig. 15 (a) that displacement curve before optimization will produce a fluctuation between 1s and 2s, and the optimized curve is smoother. After 1.6s, two curves tend to be parallel, and the falling speed of mobile crossbeam has reached the setting speed. From Fig. 15(b) that during the variable-speed process of 1s-1.6s, the displacement stroke of the mobile crossbeam before optimization is 0.22m, and the optimized is 0.19m. It shows that the optimized variable-speed trajectory can switch the mobile crossbeam speed in a short stroke rapidly. This can shorten the stroke of the entire pressing process and relatively reserve more strokes for the leveling process.
As can be seen from Fig. 16 , both the uniform speed trajectory and the optimized trajectory can reduce the mobile crossbeam falling speed from 0.545 m/s to 0.083 m/s. However, taking the uniform speed trajectory as the falling trajectory make the speed large fluctuations near the new steady state, and the settling time is long and difficult to be stable rapidly. The optimized trajectory enables the mobile crossbeam to run fast and smooth to the target speed, which helps the press run more smooth and fast.
It can be seen from Fig. 17 that the uniform speed trajectory will cause the return cylinder pressure fluctuation greatly, and the settling time is too long. In contrast, although the pressure peak of the optimized system pressure curve slightly increases, the settling time is greatly shortened, and the number of pressure oscillation is also obviously reduced.
Based on the system pressure error integral comprehensive index adopted by (25) , the optimized system performance is:
It can be seen from (34) that the ITAE index of the optimized spline interpolation trajectory is reduced by 49.56% compared with the uniform speed trajectory within 1 ∼ 4s. This result shows that in the comprehensive index, the fluctuation of system pressure during the settling process is greatly reduced, which effectively suppresses the internal shock and vibration of hydraulic system.
IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The mobile crossbeam variable-speed falling experiment will experiment with the research content based on the project cooperation project of the 2500 tons' composite hydraulic press. The main structure of the press uses the three-beam four-column combined frame structure, and the electrical control system adopts the control structure composed of Siemens S7-300 controller and ET-200S slave station. The communication protocol uses PROFIBUS-DP and TCP/IP, and is programmed by STEP 7. The acquisition system uses BAUMER PDRDE002.S14.C460DE pressure sensor and MTS Temposonic GT displacement sensor to monitor the experiment parameters by real-time, and transmits the signal to the upper PC through the NI-USB6218 acquisition card and saves and solves the data by LabVIEW.
A. MODEL IDENTIFICATION EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
According to analysis of Fig. 8 ∼ 11 , the overall system performance is best when the variable-speed time is around 0.6s. So, we set the variable-speed times of uniform speed trajectory as 0.5s, 0.6s, and 0.7s, and obtain the pressure curve of the return cylinder. The comparison chart between simulation and experiment results are as follows:
Comparing the experimental data with the simulation curve can be obtained Fig. 20 to Fig. 22 . These figures show that the simulation results and the experimental results match well in the previous main peak stage. In the process of the return cylinder pressure gradually becoming new steady state, there is a small deviation of pressure fluctuation. On the one hand, there is a certain deviation in the model training results, on the other hand, the on-site interference will also cause the difference. The simulations and experimental results show that the variable-speed falling dynamic model can reflect the state of the press in actual working conditions, and can predict the model accurately.
B. OPTIMIZATION EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
Based on the optimized variable-speed trajectory, we set the variable-speed time at 0.6s and take the uniform speed trajectory, the simple harmonic trajectory and the optimized trajectory as the input commands of electro-hydraulic proportional cartridge valve.
Inputting u t = 3V, u 0 = 10V and t s = 0.6s into (13), we can obtain the uniform speed trajectory:
Inputting u t = 3V, u 0 = 10V, t s = 0.6s and k = 0 into (14), we can obtain the simple harmonic trajectory: Using the optimized trajectory in the previous section: 
We perform three trials for each of the three different variable-speed falling trajectories, and collect and record experiment data.
It can be seen from Fig. 23 to Fig. 26 that when the variable-speed time is 0.6s, all three trajectories can track the target command. But there exists 0.4V command deviation during the entire variable-speed process. This is caused by system errors during experiment, and it can be adjusted by the feed-forward compensation during the actual pressing operations. Compared with the uniform speed command trajectory, the other two trajectories have better smoothness during the variable-speed process. The pressure curve taking the uniform speed trajectory as the voltage command has large pressure fluctuation, long settling time and large number of oscillations. In contrast, the system pressure fluctuations of the simple harmonic trajectory are reduced, but there are still large fluctuations. Using the optimized trajectory as the voltage command, the system pressure fluctuation is significantly reduced compared with the other two, the settling time of return cylinder pressure reaching the new steady-state error band is reduced, so the number of oscillation is. Table. 4 is obtained from the pressure response curves of three trajectories: As can be seen from Table 4 that the optimized trajectory's vibration settling time is reduced by 62.91% and the maximum pressure fluctuation is reduced by 25.34% compared with the uniform speed trajectory, 57.89% and 23.24% compared with the simple harmonic trajectory.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper takes the mobile crossbeam falling process of the composite hydraulic press as the research object, analyzes the key action and characteristic requirements of the mobile crossbeam falling process in detail, and establishes the nonlinear hydraulic system control model. The BP neural network algorithm is used to improve the model accuracy.
Then this paper compares three types of variable-speed falling trajectory (uniform speed trajectory, simple harmonic trajectory and cubic polynomial trajectory), and has the conclusions that the cubic polynomial trajectory is most suitable for mobile crossbeam falling. Next, this paper proposes the command trajectory planning method based on spline interpolation function, and optimizes it globally with improved migration genetic algorithm. The simulation optimization results show that the optimized variable-speed falling trajectory has smaller pressure shock and faster settling speed than the traditional uniform speed trajectory. The system ITAE index is reduced by 49.56%, which can make the mobile crossbeam variable-speed falling process more smooth and shorten the pressing cycle.
Finally, establishing the mobile crossbeam variable-speed falling system experiment platform, the experiment verifies the reliability of nonlinear hydraulic control system model. Comparing the experimental data of three trajectories, the experiment verifies that the vibration suppression ability of the designed trajectory is better than the other two trajectories. 
